Closing Speech for Defence*
Sir H. CurtU Bennett
use it as a test, and do not take the test whether she vomited
once or twice on a certain day, but take a test of that sort on
which there is no dispute in the evidence; and when you come to
test it in that way, in my opinion you can only answer in one way
the question whether the whole basis of the prosecution is not
founded on a falsity.
The whole basis of this case is that in August, 1920, Major
Armstrong started to poison his wife, and you must not forget
that evidence as regards the affection and attention that were being
displayed at that time by Major Armstrong to his wife.    You will
not forget that this alleged poisoner at the moment he was going
to set out to poison his wife, according to the prosecution, sends
for the doctor, and for his sister-in-law,  and for the best male
friend of the family, and do not forget that, because it throws a
great light, in my submission to you, upon the whole of the events
which took place right away from August, 1920, to this unfortu-
nate woman's death in 1921.    We are bound to deal, as you will,
with a case in Court as we would with our affairs outside.   For-
tunately, when we come into a Court of justice we do not leave
outside that Court the common sense that years of experience have
imbued us with.     Is not it at any rate in the balance, if we come
to consider the matter—a matter that weighs much in the balance
of innocence—that a man who is alleged to be a poisoner should
send for the doctor, and later, in February, you remember he said,
" Come and keep your eye on her "; that is what he said to Dr.
Hincks—" Do you think she must have a nurse " 1—" Certainly,"
and everybody who was brought into contact with this woman
and who was brought forward by the prosecution is alleging she
was poisoned by the man who was doing all that.     Is not it again
apparent, is not it again a matter which is tremendously against
the theory of the prosecution 1    She came away from Barnwood,
as you know, on the 22nd January, and a great point was made
of that—I do not know if it is still going to be made, for I am not
in the fortunate position of being able to tell what tEe Attorney-
General will say when he comes to sum up the case for the prose-
cution.     I have merely to anticipate what he will say to you; but
I venture to think that what he does say to you will be a good
deal different from what he said to you on Monday week when he
opened this case.    I think you will find some of those points that
he made have  disappeared,   and that some  of  the motives sug-
gested will not be in existence.    To take an example, I shall be
interested to hear, as no doubt you will, seeing what the Attorney-
General said in his opening—1st August, copy will; 4th August,
Major Armstrong buying weed-killer;  15th August,  Mrs. Arm-
strong becomes ill, and so on to the time of the 22nd August, and
you will remember 'that the Attorney-General said,   " Mark the
importance of those Sates."   We do, and we find that on the 4th
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